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	Ben Mendelsohn

	[image: ]Mendelsohn at the 2017 San Diego Comic-Con

	Born	Paul Benjamin Mendelsohn

 (1969-04-03) 3 April 1969 (age 55)
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

	Occupation	Actor
	Years active	1984–present
	Works	List of performances
	Spouse	
Emma Forrest

   
 
(m. 2012; div. 2016)

	Children	2


Paul Benjamin Mendelsohn (born 3 April 1969) is an Australian actor. He first rose to prominence in Australia for his break-out role in The Year My Voice Broke (1987). He gained international attention for his starring role in the crime drama Animal Kingdom (2010). He has since had roles in films such as The Dark Knight Rises (2012), Starred Up (2013), Lost River (2014), Mississippi Grind (2015), Rogue One (2016), Darkest Hour (2017) and Ready Player One (2018). 

Mendelsohn starred in the Netflix drama series Bloodline (2015–2017), for which he won the Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Drama Series in 2016. He played the Sheriff of Nottingham in Robin Hood (2018). He joined the Marvel Cinematic Universe as Talos in the superhero film Captain Marvel (2019) and the Disney+ series Secret Invasion (2023).[1][2] He has also starred in the HBO crime miniseries The Outsider (2020). In 2024, he began portraying fashion designer Christian Dior in the television series The New Look.








Early life and family[edit]

Mendelsohn was born in Melbourne, Victoria, the son of Carole Ann (née Ferguson) and Frederick Arthur Oscar Mendelsohn.[3][4] His father is a prominent medical researcher who previously headed the Howard Florey Institute in Melbourne, where he maintains the status of Professor Emeritus.[5] Ben and his two brothers, Tom and David, as well as his mother (deceased), a registered nurse, lived in Europe and the United States for long periods of time, and returned to Melbourne when he was in primary school. He attended Mercersburg Academy[6] in the U.S. before attending Heidelberg Primary School and Eltham High School and Banyule High (now Viewbank College). He took drama because he thought it was an easy class. Mendelsohn was the only one of his friends to follow up with an audition for Crawford Productions that was being advertised.[citation needed]

In October 2009, he was featured in an episode of the Australian series Who Do You Think You Are?, which traced the ancestry of his paternal grandfather Oscar Mendelsohn, who was from a Jewish family. It also found convicts on his mother's side. Searching for a connection to composer Felix Mendelssohn, which was eventually dismissed, he discovered links to 19th-century Prussia. His paternal ancestors were among the first Prussian Jews to be naturalised in Schneidemühl in the province of Posen, now Piła in modern Poland.[7] He also has Greek, German, Jewish and British ancestry.[8]


Career[edit]


Main article: List of Ben Mendelsohn performances

[image: ]Mendelsohn at a screening of Killing Them Softly in 2012
After several early television roles, including The Henderson Kids alongside Kylie Minogue, he attracted notice in his break-out film, The Year My Voice Broke (1987), and won the Australian Film Institute Award for Best Supporting Actor.[9] His next major role was in The Big Steal (1990), and Spotswood (1992), co-starring with Anthony Hopkins;[10] this was followed in 1994 by Metal Skin[11] and in 1996 by Cosi and Idiot Box. In 2000, he was in two contrasting films, the Australian Mullet and the Hollywood Vertical Limit.[citation needed]

In 2005, he was preparing to play Mark Antony in the Sydney Theatre Company-produced Julius Caesar,[12] and he was in the Terrence Malick-directed film The New World.

Mendelsohn starred in the second (2005) and third (2006) season of the TV series Love My Way, and in 2008, he appeared in Baz Luhrmann's Australia. He starred in the first season of the Melbourne TV series Tangle, which premiered on Showcase in 2009. In 2009, he appeared in the American science fiction film Knowing directed by Alex Proyas. The same year, Mendelsohn starred as Ned in Beautiful Kate, directed by Rachel Ward, opposite Bryan Brown and Rachel Griffiths.

In 2010, he appeared in Animal Kingdom, starring in the film as Andrew "Pope" Cody, a criminal on the run from the law living in the notorious Melbourne Underworld. The role won him many awards, including IF Award's Best Actor and the AFI's award for Best Actor in a Leading Role. He was also named by GQ Australia as Actor of the Year for 2010.[13]

Mendelsohn was selected as one of the subjects in the Who's Who in Australia 2012 edition.[14] In 2012, Mendelsohn played the supporting roles of John Daggett in Christopher Nolan's The Dark Knight Rises and Robin Van Der Hook in Derek Cianfrance's The Place Beyond the Pines.

In 2012, he appeared in Florence + the Machine's music video for "Lover to Lover". The video was directed by Vincent Haycock. In 2013, he guest starred in the TV series Girls as the father of Jessa, played by Jemima Kirke. The following year, he appeared in the critically acclaimed Starred Up, directed by David MacKenzie, for which he won Best Supporting Actor at the British Independent Film Awards.

In 2014, Mendelsohn joined the cast of Bloodline, a Netflix original from the creators of Damages. The first season premiered on the site on 20 March 2015 and was well received. Mendelsohn's performance on the series was lauded by critics,[15][16][17] resulting in a Primetime Emmy Award win as well as a Golden Globe Award nomination. In September 2016, Netflix announced that the show had been cancelled, and that it would end after its third season in 2017. Season 3 of Bloodline received negative reviews, and Mendelsohn appeared in two episodes of it.[18][19]

In 2016, he appeared in video as an onstage "stand-in" during the Nostalgic For the Present concert tour of Australian singer Sia, for her song "Breathe Me".[20]

He portrayed the villain Director Krennic in the Star Wars franchise's Rogue One in 2016. He called the opportunity to act in a Star Wars film "a childhood dream come true".[21] A couple of years later in 2018, he played the role of Nolan Sorrento in Steven Spielberg's science fiction film Ready Player One.[22] In 2018, he starred in the film The Land of Steady Habits. He was cast in the role of Talos in Marvel's film Captain Marvel alongside Brie Larson and Samuel L. Jackson. He reprised the role for a brief cameo in Spider-Man: Far From Home, also in 2019.[23]

In 2020, Mendelsohn starred in the lead role in the HBO crime miniseries The Outsider. In December 2020, it was announced he would be reprising his role as Talos, along with Samuel L. Jackson as Nick Fury, in the Disney+ series Secret Invasion.[1]


Depictions in art[edit]

While filming Adoration, Mendelsohn posed for portrait artist Sally West.[24]


Personal life[edit]

Mendelsohn married British-American journalist Emma Forrest in June 2012.[25] He has a daughter with Forrest, born in 2014, and another daughter from a previous relationship, who is also an actor.[26] He and Forrest divorced in 2016.[27]


Music[edit]

	Year
	Title
	Artist
	Notes

	1993
	Full Moon, Dirty Hearts
	INXS
	Music video appearance

	1996
	"Theme from Skippy the Bush Kangaroo"
	Ben Mendelsohn
	Idiot Box (original motion picture soundtrack)

	1997
	"Remember to Forget"
	Ben Mendelsohn & Phil Judd
	Amy (original motion picture soundtrack - onscreen only)

	1997
	"Sense of Humour"

	1997
	"Runaway Train"

	1997
	"Shakedown the Moon"

	1998
	"What I Don't Know 'bout You"
	You Am I
	Music video appearance

	2007
	"Out in the Blue"
	Jimmy Barnes
	Music video appearance

	2012
	"Lover to Lover"
	Florence and the Machine
	Music video appearance

	2014
	"Cool Water"
	Ben Mendelsohn
	Lost River (original motion picture soundtrack)

	2014
	"Magic Moments"

	2016
	"Breathe Me"
	Sia
	On-stage interpretive dance

	2017
	Humanz
	Gorillaz
	Narration on intro and interludes

	2019
	"Unless It Kicks"
	Ben Mendelsohn
	Untogether (original motion picture soundtrack)

	2021
	"What I Deserve"
	Ben Mendelsohn
	Cyrano (original motion picture soundtrack)



Awards and nominations[edit]

	Year
	Award
	Work
	Result
	Ref.

	1987
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role
	The Year My Voice Broke
	Won
	

	1990
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role
	The Big Steal
	Nominated
	

	1992
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role
	Spotswood
	Nominated
	

	1994
	Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor – Male
	Metal Skin
	Won
	

	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role
	Nominated
	

	1997
	Camério Award for Best Actor
	Amy
	Won
	

	2001
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role
	Mullet
	Nominated
	

	Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor – Male
	Nominated
	

	2007
	Logie Award for Most Outstanding Actor
	Love My Way
	Nominated
	

	AACTA Award for Best Lead Actor in a Television Drama
	Nominated
	

	ASTRA Award Most Outstanding Performance by an Actor – Male
	Nominated
	

	2008
	ASTRA Award Most Outstanding Performance by an Actor – Male
	Nominated
	

	2009
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role
	Beautiful Kate
	Nominated
	

	Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor – Male
	Nominated
	

	2010
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role
	Animal Kingdom
	Won
	

	IF Award for Best Actor
	Won
	

	Film Critics Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor – Male
	Won
	

	Logie Award for Most Outstanding Actor
	Tangle
	Nominated
	

	ASTRA Award Most Outstanding Performance by an Actor – Male
	Nominated
	

	2013
	BIFA Award for Best Supporting Actor
	Starred Up
	Won
	

	Village Voice Film Poll for Best Supporting Actor
	Nominated
	

	2015
	Independent Spirit Award for Best Male Lead
	Mississippi Grind
	Nominated
	

	Critics' Choice Television Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Drama Series
	Bloodline
	Nominated
	

	Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Drama Series
	Nominated
	

	Satellite Award for Best Actor – Miniseries or Television Film
	Nominated
	[28]

	2016
	Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Drama Series
	Won
	[29]

	Satellite Award for Best Supporting Actor – Series, Miniseries or Television Film
	Won
	[30]

	Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting Actor – Series, Miniseries or Television Film
	Nominated
	

	2017
	Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Guest Actor in a Drama Series
	Nominated
	

	AACTA International Award for Best Supporting Actor
	Darkest Hour
	Nominated
	

	2019
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role
	The King
	Nominated
	

	2020
	AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role
	Babyteeth
	Won
	[31]

	2021
	Critics' Choice Super Award for Best Actor in a Horror Series
	The Outsider
	Nominated
	[32]

	AACTA International Award for Best Supporting Actor
	Babyteeth
	Nominated
	[33]
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ben Mendelsohn.
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	Awards for Ben Mendelsohn
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AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Leading Role

	1972–2000	
	Bruce Spence (1972)
	Robert McDarra (1973)
	Jack Thompson (1974)
	Martin Vaughan (1975)
	Simon Burke and Nick Tate (1976)
	John Meillon (1977)
	Bill Hunter (1978)
	Mel Gibson (1979)
	Jack Thompson (1980)
	Mel Gibson (1981)
	Ray Barrett (1982)
	Norman Kaye (1983)
	John Hargreaves (1984)
	Chris Haywood (1985)
	Colin Friels (1986)
	Leo McKern (1987)
	John Waters (1988)
	Sam Neill (1989)
	Max von Sydow (1990)
	Hugo Weaving (1991)
	Russell Crowe (1992)
	Harvey Keitel (1993)
	Nicholas Hope (1994)
	John Lynch (1995)
	Geoffrey Rush (1996)
	Richard Roxburgh (1997)
	Hugo Weaving (1998)
	Russell Dykstra (1999)
	Eric Bana (2000)




	2001–present	
	Anthony LaPaglia (2001)
	David Gulpilil (2002)
	David Wenham (2003)
	Sam Worthington (2004)
	Hugo Weaving (2005)
	Shane Jacobson (2006)
	Eric Bana (2007)
	William McInnes (2008)
	Anthony LaPaglia (2009)
	Ben Mendelsohn (2010)
	Daniel Henshall (2011)
	Chris O'Dowd (2012)
	Leonardo DiCaprio (2013)
	David Gulpilil (2014)
	Michael Caton (2015)
	Andrew Garfield (2016)
	Sunny Pawar (2017)
	Hamilton Morris (2018)
	Damon Herriman (2019)
	Toby Wallace (2020)
	Caleb Landry Jones (2021)
	Austin Butler (2022)
	Aswan Reid (2023)
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	e


AACTA Award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role

	1974–2000	
	Barry Humphries (1974)
	Reg Lye (1975)
	Drew Forsythe (1976)
	John Ewart (1977)
	Ray Barrett (1978)
	Alwyn Kurts (1979)
	Bryan Brown (1980)
	Bill Hunter (1981)
	Warren Mitchell (1982)
	John Hargreaves (1983)
	Steve Bisley (1984)
	Nique Needles (1985)
	John Hargreaves (1986)
	Ben Mendelsohn (1987)
	Kym Gyngell (1988)
	Chris Haywood (1989)
	Steve Bisley (1990)
	Russell Crowe (1991)
	Barry Otto (1992)
	David Ngoombujarra (1993)
	Max Cullen (1994)
	Ray Barrett (1995)
	Armin Mueller-Stahl (1996)
	Andrew S. Gilbert (1997)
	John Polson (1998)
	Bryan Brown (1999)
	Simon Lyndon (2000)




	2001–present	
	Vince Colosimo (2001)
	Nathaniel Dean (2002)
	David Ngoombujarra (2003)
	Erik Thomson (2004)
	Anthony Hayes (2005)
	Anthony Hayes (2006)
	Marton Csokas (2007)
	Luke Ford (2008)
	Oscar Isaac (2009)
	Joel Edgerton (2010)
	Hugo Weaving (2011)
	Antony Starr (2012)
	Joel Edgerton (2013)
	Yılmaz Erdoğan (2014)
	Hugo Weaving (2015)
	Hugo Weaving (2016)
	Dev Patel (2017)
	Simon Baker (2018)
	Joel Edgerton (2019)
	Ben Mendelsohn (2020)
	Anthony LaPaglia (2021)
	Sean Harris (2022)
	Hugo Weaving (2023)
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British Independent Film Award for Best Supporting Actor

	Actor/Actress
	
	Susan Lynch (2003)
	Eddie Marsan (2004)
	Rosamund Pike (2005)
	Leslie Phillips (2006)
	Toby Kebbell (2007)




	Actor
	
	Eddie Marsan (2008)
	John Henshaw (2009)
	Geoffrey Rush (2010)
	Michael Smiley (2011)
	Rory Kinnear (2012)
	Ben Mendelsohn (2013)
	Andrew Scott (2014)
	Brendan Gleeson (2015)
	Brett Goldstein (2016)
	Simon Russell Beale (2017)
	Alessandro Nivola (2018)
	Hugh Laurie (2019)
	D’angelou Osei Kissiedu (2020)
	Talid Ariss (2021)
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Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Drama Series

	1959–1975	
	Dennis Weaver (1959)
	Roddy McDowall (1961)
	Albert Paulsen (1964)
	James Daly (1966)
	Eli Wallach (1967)
	Milburn Stone (1968)
	James Brolin (1970)
	David Burns (1971)
	Jack Warden (1972)
	Scott Jacoby (1973)
	Michael Moriarty (1974)
	Will Geer (1975)




	1976–2000	
	Anthony Zerbe (1976)
	Gary Frank (1977)
	Robert Vaughn (1978)
	Stuart Margolin (1979)
	Stuart Margolin (1980)
	Michael Conrad (1981)
	Michael Conrad (1982)
	James Coco (1983)
	Bruce Weitz (1984)
	Edward James Olmos (1985)
	John Karlen (1986)
	John Hillerman (1987)
	Larry Drake (1988)
	Larry Drake (1989)
	Jimmy Smits (1990)
	Timothy Busfield (1991)
	Richard Dysart (1992)
	Chad Lowe (1993)
	Fyvush Finkel (1994)
	Ray Walston (1995)
	Ray Walston (1996)
	Héctor Elizondo (1997)
	Gordon Clapp (1998)
	Michael Badalucco (1999)
	Richard Schiff (2000)




	2001–present	
	Bradley Whitford (2001)
	John Spencer (2002)
	Joe Pantoliano (2003)
	Michael Imperioli (2004)
	William Shatner (2005)
	Alan Alda (2006)
	Terry O'Quinn (2007)
	Željko Ivanek (2008)
	Michael Emerson (2009)
	Aaron Paul (2010)
	Peter Dinklage (2011)
	Aaron Paul (2012)
	Bobby Cannavale (2013)
	Aaron Paul (2014)
	Peter Dinklage (2015)
	Ben Mendelsohn (2016)
	John Lithgow (2017)
	Peter Dinklage (2018)
	Peter Dinklage (2019)
	Billy Crudup (2020)
	Tobias Menzies (2021)
	Matthew Macfadyen (2022)
	Matthew Macfadyen (2023)
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Satellite Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Series, Miniseries, Limited Series or Television Film

	
	Stanley Tucci (1996)
	Vondie Curtis-Hall (1997)
	David Clennon (1998)
	David Schwimmer (2001)
	Victor Garber / Linus Roache / Eric Roberts (2002)
	Justin Kirk / Neal McDonough / Jeffrey Tambor (2003)
	Bill Nighy (2004)
	Randy Quaid (2005)
	Tony Plana (2006)
	David Zayas (2007)
	Nelsan Ellis (2008)
	John Lithgow (2009)
	David Strathairn (2010)
	Peter Dinklage / Ryan Hurst (2011)
	Neal McDonough (2012)
	Aaron Paul (2013)
	Rory Kinnear (2014)
	Christian Slater (2015)
	Ben Mendelsohn (2016)
	Michael McKean (2017)
	Hugo Weaving (2018)
	Jeremy Strong (2019)
	Jeff Wilbusch (2020)
	Evan Peters (2021)
	John Lithgow (2022)
	Jonathan Bailey (2023)




	Also see Best Supporting Actor – Television Series.
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Gorillaz

	
	Damon Albarn
	Jamie Hewlett




	Studio albums	
	Gorillaz
	Demon Days
	Plastic Beach
	The Fall
	Humanz
	The Now Now
	Song Machine, Season One: Strange Timez
	Cracker Island




	Compilations	
	G-Sides
	D-Sides
	The Singles Collection 2001–2011




	Extended plays	
	Tomorrow Comes Today
	Feel Good Inc. EP
	Dare
	El Mañana / Kids with Guns
	iTunes Session
	Meanwhile EP




	Video albums	
	Celebrity Take Down
	Demon Days Live
	Slowboat to Hades




	Remix albums	
	Laika Come Home




	Singles	
	"Clint Eastwood"
	"19-2000"
	"Rock the House"
	"911"
	"Tomorrow Comes Today"
	"Lil' Dub Chefin'"
	"Feel Good Inc."
	"Dare"
	"Dirty Harry"
	"El Mañana" / "Kids with Guns"
	"Stylo"
	"Superfast Jellyfish"
	"On Melancholy Hill"
	"Doncamatic"
	"Revolving Doors" / "Amarillo"
	"DoYaThing"
	"Saturnz Barz"
	"We Got the Power"
	"Ascension"
	"Andromeda"
	"Let Me Out"
	"Sleeping Powder"
	"Strobelite"
	"Garage Palace"
	"Humility"
	"Hollywood"
	"Tranz"
	"Momentary Bliss"
	"Désolé"
	"Aries"
	"How Far?"
	"Friday 13th"
	"Pac-Man"
	"Strange Timez"
	"The Pink Phantom"
	"The Valley of the Pagans"
	"Cracker Island"
	"New Gold"
	"Baby Queen"




	Other songs	
	"5/4"
	"Rhinestone Eyes"
	"Empire Ants"
	"Phoner to Arizona"
	"Hallelujah Money"
	"Charger"




	Tours	
	Gorillaz Live
	Demon Days Live
	Escape to Plastic Beach Tour
	Humanz Tour
	The Now Now Tour




	Touring members	
	Damon Albarn
	Mike Smith
	Jeff Wootton
	Seye Adelekan
	Remi Kabaka Jr.




	All contributors	
	Stephen Sedgwick
	Dan the Automator
	Kid Koala
	Miho Hatori
	Cass Browne
	Simon Tong
	Howie Weinberg
	Danger Mouse
	Mick Jones
	Paul Simonon
	Ben Mendelsohn
	The Twilite Tone
	Jean-Michel Jarre
	James Ford
	Simon Katz
	Simon Jones
	Morgan Nicholls
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